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SYNOPSIS
HOLY BOOM” is a drama feature film with multiple storylines, taking place in a multicultural area of Athens
during orthodox Easter.
The lives of four strangers, who live in the same neighborhood, change dramatically when, on Palm Sunday,
the neighborhood’s postbox is blasted just for laughs by Filipino teenager Ige. Documents of vital importance
to all of them have been destroyed: Lena and Manou’s LSD stickers, a letter to Thalia from her abandoned
child, and Adia’s birth certificate.
The consequences are relentless: Lena and Manou are chased by the drug dealer who wants his money back.
Adia, an illegal immigrant, is now alone with her newborn child, forbidden to even identify the corpse of her
husband, who has just died in a car accident. Ige tries in vain to be accepted by the local community and
Thalia, who is watching everyone in the neighborhood, has lost her only chance of finding happiness.

CHARACTERS
IGE is 17 years old, a child of Philippine immigrants, born in Greece. He is smart and energetic, and works part
time delivering food for the Chinese restaurant his parents work for. He speaks perfect Greek and refuses to
speak his mother language; his refusal, coupled with his bad school results, is the source of many arguments
between him and his father. While he does not show that he is bothered by his descent, the truth is the exact opposite. He cannot stand the mockery he receives from his classmates about the shape of his eyes and the colour
of his skin. He has a violent and rough personality, is always angry, and tries to find his identity through numerous
small crimes. He is the leader of a small gang comprised of him and his two friends: Andreas and Kostis. Ige is
plagued by unsatisfied feelings towards his beautiful Greek classmate Katerina, who is always accompanied by
a skinhead.
THALIA is a 66-year-old spinster who lives alone in the building across from that which Ige’s family lives in. She
owns and operates a shop for mending clothes. When she was 16 she gave birth to an illegal child at the Alexandra maternity hospital. She was forced to give the child up for adoption in Holland. This secret haunts and weighs
down on Thalia. She is a racist and a devoted Christian, whose only social outing is her daily trip to the church,
where she feeds stray cats in the garden. She gets really angry at strangers and judges everyone harshly without
exceptions. She watches her neighbors obsessively from her ground-floor apartment, while sipping cognac from
bottles, though she feels guilty about it.
ADIA is a 32-year-old, beautiful and sensitive immigrant from Tirana, who came to Greece illegally one year ago
with her husband, REZI. When he is killed in an accident, Adia is left alone and scared with her 6-month-old baby.
She has no documents to become a legal resident, as her papers are withheld by the human-trafficking mafia in
Athens, which is trying to push her in to prostitution.
MANOU is a 23-year-old, second-generation immigrant from Nigeria. He is dark and handsome, and has a great
personality: he is trustworthy and emotional. He works as a waiter for a bar, but also deals soft drugs on the side.
He lives alone, until Lena moves in with him. He refuses to be tempted by her to be part of a story much larger
than he can handle.
LENA is a 19-year-old Greek girl, who left the house of her wealthy family when she was young. She is a violinist, pretty, but two-faced and cunning, able to take advantage of others and survive in even the most difficult
circumstances. She consumes soft drugs, through which she meets Manou, whose house she ends up moving
in to. She thinks everything is easy, and tries to manipulate Manou and tempt him to do dirty business he would
normally avoid. While she is not religious, she becomes friendly with Thalia, with the intention to deceive her.
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DIRECTOR’S NOTE
“Holy Boom” is a film about faith, not in the religious
sense, but in the sense of a deep human faith in survival. In an era when immigration and its different
manifestations feature at the centre of international
media, often in the form of tragic incidents, but also
through the way it affects everyday life and the political scene, I felt the need to explore this problem
through the protagonists themselves.
In ‘Holy Boom’ we meet people in motion, people that
are trying to accept their new reality, often through
the obligatory coexistence of people from different
cultures and with different habits, who are, however,
united by a restless need for mental and physical survival. And when this interaction finally occurs, a common truth that is very easily forgotten is revealed in all
its glory: in the end the problems and desires of all
people are the same! Poverty against the need to live
a better life, the need to belong, the notions of acceptance, love and trust.
By choosing the period of Christian Easter, my intention is to compare the internal journey of the Holy
Week with the journey that destiny sets for the protagonists, but also the one that they set for themselves.
At the same time, I wish to comment on the hypocritical religiousness of those who think they live by the
Christian ideals of love and help towards their fellow
humans.
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Having Thalia as the starting point, an old woman with
a consolidated character, who is lonely, xenophobic
and a gossiper, we observe the sequence of events
that urge her to think outside of her little microcosm
and that enables her to carry out a journey towards
self-realization and self-awareness. This journey results in such a big internal change for Thalia, that
she eventually manages to accept foreigners, as she
perceives them, and to finally offer them all the help
that she can. The story takes place in the currently
downgraded area of Patisia. Despite being an urban
area of Athens, the country’s capital, it has declined
to such a great extent, that it appears more like a poor
area in an under-developed, third-world country than
a neighborhood in a Western European capital. At
the moment, Patisia is more grey and more decadent
than ever. Scary figures are hidden in the darkness, at
the passing of our characters. And even the upcoming spring doesn’t seem capable of winning over the
onslaught of darkness.
‘Holy Boom’ aspires to make note of the inner world
of the hidden citizens of ghetto-like neighborhoods
of European capitals in the 21st century. Through the
exploration of their dreams and their collision with
the cruel reality of this world, the film is intended as a
comment on the way civilized Europe treats all people
without a motherland.
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Directed by

Maria Lafi

Written by

Maria Lafi, Elena Dimitrakopoulou

Produced by

Lilette Botassi

Cinematography by

Ilias Adamis g.s.c.

Edited by

Yorgos Paterakis, Kenan Akkawi

Original music score by

Lakis Halkiopoulos

Production designer

Andromahi Arvaniti

Costume Designer

Maria Maggira

Production Manager

Dimitris Hatzivogiatzis

Line Producer

Athanasia Mihopoulou

Makeup designer

Alexandra Myta

Sound recordist

Yorgos Potagas

Sound Designer

Persefoni Miliou

Sound Mix by

Kostas Varympopiotis

Casting by

Elena Dimitrakopoulou
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Co-Producers: ERT S.A., Greek Film Centre, Albanian Film Center, Tefta Bejko,
Bujar Alimani, Antonis kontzias, Christina Georgiou, Maria Lafi
Production companies: Inkas Film Productions, 90 Production, Blunatic Pictures, Yafka

CASTING
Nena Menti as Thalia

Iphigeneia Tzola as Katerina

Luli Bitri as Adia

Nikolakis Zegkinoglou as Katerina’s Boyfriend

Anastasia Rafaela Konidi as Lena

Alexandra Hasani as prostitute

Samuel Akinola as Manou

Adriana Zahariadou as Anjie

Spyros Balesteros as Ige

Christos Kontogeorgis as musician

Gerasimos Skiadaresis as Xavier

Onie Vilolones as Ige’s father

Kostas Antalopoulos as Xavier’s partner

Evelyn Naybe as Ige’s mom

Kashem Hoxha as Vladimir

Kostas Vasardanis as Coroner

Armando Dauti as Vladimir’s Boss

Laertis Malkotsis as Doctor

Vaso Kavalieratou as police officer

Emmanouel Afolayan McYinka as Akim

Meletis Georgiadis as Lena’s father

Baios Prapas as musician

Eleftherios Vasilakis as Police Officer

Evgenios Gkolfinopoulos as drummer

Christos Karavevas as Andreas
Grigoris Tasoulis as Kostis
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Director’s Short Bio
Maria Lafi was born in Athens Greece. She studied Photography and Audiovisual Arts at Technological Educational
Institute of Athens and Film Direction at Hellenic Cinema and Television School of STAVRAKOS in Athens.
Now she studies Master of Arts in Video Production, Audiovisual Media and Motion Graphics at West Attica
University. “Holy Boom” is her first feature film.

Filmography
Short Films:
“For eternity” (dur: 7min, 2014), Special Mention in 37th Drama Short Film Festival, Greece (2014),
Best Art Direction in Athens Digital Festival, Greece (2015).
“Circo de la vida” (dur:16min, 2006) Special Mention in Las Palmas Short Film Festival 2007, Spain, 		
Special Mentions in Cinematography, Art Direction, Costume Design, Make up and 2nd Actor in Fantastic Film
Festival (Athens 2007).
“Lou & Lena” (dur: 24min, 2003), Platinum Remi in the 37th WorldFest-Houston U.S.A., Special Mentions in Directing and 1st Actress in the 6th Independed International Film and Video Panorama Thessalonica, Greece 2004.
“Love to meat you” (dur:15min, 2001), Silver Remi in the 35th WorldFest-Houston U.S.A., Special Mention in the
4th independed International Film and Video Panorama in Thessalonica, Greece 2002, 1st prize in the 1st National
Short Film Festival in Athens by the theme Comedy, also Special Honours in Directing, editing, 1st Actress & 1st
actor, Greece 2002.
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INKAS FILM & TV PRODUCTIONS COMPANY PROFILE
Inkas Film Productions was founded in 1997 and since then it has produced and co-produced national and international feature films, short films and documentaries. Most of them have received Media and Eurimages support
and have successfully participated in major international film festivals, such as Cannes, Berlin, Montreal, Manheim
and Antalya. Along with winning various awards they have also received international distribution.
Inkas has successfully trained students from Media Training (Rome) and Leonardo Da Vinci II (Spain) programmes
and in 2004 she organized the EAVE (a professional training, project development and networking organization for
audiovisual producers) workshop in Athens, on behalf of the Greek Partner (SAPOE).
Managing Director and major shareholder of the company, Lilette Botassi, studied History of Art in France and has
over 25 years experience in film production. She has worked as a Production Manager, Location Manager and Line
producer, mostly in foreign productions shot in Greece.
Lilette Botassi participated at the EUROPEAN FILM PROMOTION, PRODUCERS ON THE MOVE, held during the
54th Cannes Film Festival as the Greek representative. Since March 2001, she is a member of the EUROPEAN
FILM ACADEMY (EFA) and since 2002 a member of SAPOE (Independent Greek Producer’s Association).
In November 2007 she was Head of Department for the Greek Programme of the 48th International Thessaloniki
Film Festival and in April 2010 she was a member of the jury at International co-production forum, Meetings on the
Bridge, held during the 29th International Istanbul Film Festival.
SELECTED FILMOGRAPHY
POLAROID (1998) (Drama - 96 mins), THE RETURN OF THE MAGUS - JOHN FOWLES (1998) (Documentary - 54 mins),
ACROPOLIS (2000) (Documentary - 45 mins), LOVE TO (MEAT) YOU (2001) (Short -15 mins), THE KING (2002) (Drama -130 mins), MELEGIN DUSUSU/ANGEL’S FALL (2003) TURKEY/GREECE, supported by Eurimages, (Drama - 110
mins), VISIONS OF EUROPE (2004) (124 mins) Production ZENTROPA ENTERTAINMENT in co-production with 25
European countries, HOSTAGE (2005) (Drama – 105 mins), supported by Eurimages, KADER/DESTINY (2005) (Drama – 120 mins) TURKEY/GREECE, supported by Eurimages, CIRCO DE LA VIDA (2005) (Short 15 mins), LAST MINUTE (2006) (Comedy - 100 mins) HUNGARY /GREECE, YUMURTA/EGG (2006-2007) (Drama – 110 mins) TURKEY/
GREECE, supported by Eurimages, HITNA POMOC/THE AMBULANCE (2008) (Drama – 110 mins)SERBIA/GREECE/
GERMANY, BELLS, THREADS & MIRACLES (2008) (Documentary – 65 mins) GREECE /TURKEY, supported by Media, 3 NIGHTS IN NISYROS (2008) (Drama, 97 mins) USA/GREECE, CAROUSEL (2008) (Drama, 84 mins), RESEARCH
INSTITUTES IN GREECE (2009) (Educational TV show, 13 episodes, MISSING ROUTE (2011) (TV series, 12 episodes,
52 mins, GREECE/ FINLAND)– in development, supported by Media, YOLA DEVAM/WALK ON (2011) (Drama, 90 mins)
GREECE/TURKEY – in development, FOOD ROR LOVE (2012) (Documentary, 52 mins) GREECE/FINLAND,
DEAD EUROPE (2012) (Drama 100 mins) AUSTRALIA, AGON/DAWN (2012) (Drama 90 mins) ALBANIA/GREECE/
FRANCE/ ROMANIA, supported by Eurimages, BLUE EYED CRISIS (2012) (Feature Documentary) BRAZIL, PRASINES
APOSTOLES (2013) (TV series, 12 episodes) Greece, IS THIS ART? (NEON Cultural Organization, 2013), A CRY FROM
FREEDOM, MARTIN KIPPENBERGER (NEON Cultural Organization, 2013-2014), ADVENTURE IN GREECE (2014)
(Drama 90 mins) FINLAND/GREECE, ADAM LOOKING FOR EVE (2014) (Reality show, Eyeworks Finland/Eyeworks
Denmark), A THOUSAND DOORS (NEON Cultural Organization, 2014), TONY SEHGAL: THIS PROGRESS (NEON Cultural Organization, 2014), TERRA POLIS (NEON Cultural Organization, 2015), FLYING OVER THE ABYSS (NEON Cultural
Organization, 2015), NUMBERS ARE PREHISTORIC/ MATH & ART (NEON Cultural Organization, 2015), MARIO MERZ
(2015), A TRANSFER/ NEON CITY PROJECT (NEON Cultural Organization, 2015), MASTER OF PHOTOGRAPHY (2016)
(Reality show, Ballandi Multimedia) ITALY, AS ONE–MARINA ABRAMOVIC (NEON Cultural Organization, 2016), HOLY
BOOM (2017) (Drama 90 mins) GREECE/ALBANIA, THE THEATER OF DISAPPEARANCE / ADRIAN VILLAR ROJAS
(NEON Cultural Organization, 2017), BREAKING NEWS ATHENS / MICHAEL LANDY (NEON Cultural Organization,
2017), THE BACHELOR (TV Series 2017) THE NETHERLANDS/GREECE, ETERNAL GLORY (TV Series 2017) SWEDEN/GREECE, HEART OF THE SUN (Video Clip 2017) USA/ GREECE, A TALK WITH GILBERT & GEORGE (SNFCC,
2018), 1.000m2 OF TIME (Documentary 90 mins, 2018) GREECE/THE NETHERLANDS, MARIE (Drama 15 mins, 2018)
GREECE, ENTWINED (Drama 90 mins, 2018) GREECE, BIBLE LAND UNVEILED (Documentary, 2018) GREECE/ISRAEL, ADAM LOOKING FOR EVE (TV Series 2018) GREECE/GERMANY
In pre-production: LOST IN PIRAEUS/TO FIND HER SEA (Drama 90 mins) GREECE/GERMANY
In development: MINORE (TO MINORE TIS LAMIAS) (Fantasy 90 mins) GREECE/UK, DRESDEN PORCELAIN DOLLS
(Drama 90 mins) GREECE/GERMANY
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